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QUESTION 1

NG-SDH equipment supports MS-shared protection. Which of the following are false about timeslot mapping between
the working path and protection path? 

A. Working path 2: 17#VC-4~20#VC-4; Protection path 2: 49#VC-4~52#VC-4 

B. Working path 1: l#VC-4~ll#VC-4; Protection path 1: 33#VC-4~43#VC-4 

C. Working path 2: 4#VC-4~7#VC-4; Protection path 2: 9#VC-4~12#VC-4 

D. Working path 1: l#VC-4~4#VC-4; Protection path 1: 5#VC-4~8#VC-4 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements are true about fiber-shared virtual path protection? 

A. The VC-4 timeslots of an optical path allocated to an MSP ring and those allocated for an SNCP ring must be
different. 

B. When the VC-4 timeslots of an optical path allocated to both an MSP ring and an SNCP ring are the same, services
on the VC-4 timeslots have double protection. 

C. The VC-4 timeslots of an optical path allocated to two MSP rings must be different. 

D. When the VC-4 timeslots of an optical path allocated to two MSP rings are the same, services on the VC-4 timeslots
have double protection. 

E. The VC-4 timeslots of an optical path allocated to two SNCP rings must be different. 

F. When the VC-4 timeslots of an optical path allocated to two SNCP rings are the same, services on the VC-4 timeslots
have double protection. 

Correct Answer: ABCE 

 

QUESTION 3

On NG-SDH equipment, when a cross-connect board that is configured with equipment-level protection (such as TPS,
BPS, PPS, and DLAG) is replaced, the services carried by the board will not be interrupted. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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On a normal network, clock protection switching fails after the clock synchronization path is interrupted. As a result, lots
of pointer justification events occur on related NEs. What are the possible causes for the failure of clock protection
switching? 

A. Incorrect fiber connections between boards 

B. Optical power is incorrect. 

C. The clock tracing modes are incorrect. 

D. The network-wide clock protection switching protocols are incorrectly configured. 

E. Hardware faults 

Correct Answer: ACDE 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following are true about laser safety operations? 

A. When installing or maintaining an optical interface board or optical fibers, do not look into the optical interface board
or fiber connectors. 

B. You need to disconnect the fiber jumper from the optical interface board of the peer NE when using an optical time
domain reflectometer (OTDR). 

C. Use protective caps to cover unused optical ports and optical connectors of fiber jumpers. 

D. You can replace optical interface boards or optical modules during equipment-side maintenance. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 6

NG-SDH equipment supports -48 V and -60 V power inputs. For OSN 3500, you can set the monitoring range of power
input voltage by setting the power jumpers of N3GSCC. For -48V power input, you need to remove the caps of jumpers
J30 and J31. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

No fiber connections exist between three rings. The gateway NEs of the three rings are connected to the NMS using
different network cables but through the same HUB. What can you do to isolate ECC communication between the
gateway NEs? 

A. Disable extended ECC on the three gateway NEs. 
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B. Disable the OSI protocol on the three gateway NEs. 

C. Disable DCC access on the three gateway NEs. 

D. Delete the DCC transparent transmission bytes on the three gateway NEs. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following are true about the relationship between pointer justification and bit errors? 

A. Justification of a large number of pointers may cause bit errors, 

B. A large number of bit errors may cause pointer justification. 

C. Bit errors do not lead to pointer justification. 

D. Pointer justification does not lead to bit errors. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9

The grounding requirements of 75-ohm and 120-ohm unbalanced coaxial cables are the same. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

What are the common causes for pointer justification? 

A. Clock sources or clock source levels are configured incorrectly. As a result, there are two clock sources on one
network or a timing loop occurs. AU and TU pointers will adjust. 

B. The power supply for the subrack is faulty, resulting in abnormal operation of clock boards. AU and TU pointers will
adjust. 

C. The cross-connect board is faulty, resulting in degraded clock quality. AU and TU pointers will adjust. 

D. The tributary board is faulty, resulting in justification of both AU and TU pointers. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 11
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All NEs of a subnet are unreachable to the U2000, but the communication between the other subnets and the U2000 is
normal. What are the possible causes of this phenomenon? 

A. Incorrect fiber connections or fiber faults 

B. Failure in the U2000 

C. The IP address of the gateway NE is changed by mistake. 

D. The SCC board of the NE that is at the border of the affected subnet is faulty. 

E. The network size is too large, and ECC communication is beyond the processing capability of the network. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 12

A warm reset on a board does not affect running services, while a cold reset on a board affects running services. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Generally, what is the maximum number of NEs on an ECC subnet, to ensure communication performance of an ECC
subnet? 

A. 64 

B. 96 

C. 128 

D. 256 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

When optical fibers are incorrectly connected, lots of pointer justification events will occur. Which of the following
methods can be used to further locate the fault? 

A. Disconnect fibers and shut down lasers. 

B. Insert the MS_RDI alarm on the NMS. 

C. Observe pointer justification events. 
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D. Change the J1 byte traced by a higher order path on the NMS. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following are true about an SDH network? 

A. The NMS communicates with a gateway NE using the OSPF protocol. 

B. NEs communicate with each other over ECCs. 

C. ECC communication is implemented by the D byte. 

D. The maximum DCC rate is 192 Kbit/s. 

E. By default, Huawei OptiX equipment uses Dl to D3 bytes for DCC communication. After ASON is 

enabled, the D4 to D12 bytes can function as inband control channels to transmit control information for the control
plane. 

Correct Answer: BCE 
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